Abstract -Two new and simple methods to make predictions of the differential mode input filter requirements are presented, one for flyback and one for boost unity power factor converters. They have been verified by measurements. They give the designer ability to predict the DM input noise filter requirements early in the design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today unity power factor regulation becomes more and more important. There is a need for being able to design the input noise filters early in the design phase of unity power factor converters (PFC). Two new methods to make prediction of the differential mode input filter requirements are presented, one for flyback and one for boost unity power factor converters. It is shown that these two methods match with very complex and time consuming simulations and that they match with measurements too. This gives the designer a fast method to predict the differential mode input noise filter requirements, a tool for designing minimum size input filters.
NOISE MEASUREMENTS -A BRIEF RESUME
Noise from converters are measured [ 1, 2] according to [6] as a voltage in dBuV across a LISN (Line Impedance Stabilisation Network) impedance. It is a quasi-peak measurement, i.e. the receiver is bandwidth limited to 9kHz and it has an electrical charge time constant of lms, an electrical discharge time constant 160ms, and a mechanical time constant of 160ms. Form this it can be seen that a pure peak measurement must be a worst case (but quite close) compared to a quasi-peak measurement.
PFC FLYBACK OPERATING IN DISCONTINUOUS CONDUCTION
MODE WITH A FIXED ON-TIME.
The flyback converter is very popular because it is easy to have galvanic isolation and a simple control gives high power factor. When operating a flyback converter in discontinuous conduction mode with a fixed on-time the average of the input current becomes proportional to the input voltage. This way high power factor is achieved, and then the output voltage only has to control the on-time. 
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For a flyback converter in discontinuous conduction mode with a fixed on-time it can be shown that: where 1, is the peak inductor current, T is the switching frequency period, P is the power, L is the inductance, to, is the on-time, and U, , , , and I, , , , respectively are the mains peak voltage and current.
A. PFCflyback input current FFT spectrum.
A 200W 230V AC PFC flyback converter with a switching frequency of 62.5kHz and L=48uH has been simulated. The flyback converter has a very high ripple current on the input as shown on figure 2. By applying FFT on the ripple current the spectrum on figure 3 can be computed.
This FFT calculation requires a lot of points and takes a lot of time to get an exact result so a faster method is needed. 
Inserting some of the previous formulas yields:
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From figure 5 it can be seen that get the lowest noise current (i.e. lowest A(m)) k must be as large as possible. This means that the on-time to, must be as large as possible. From (1) it can be seen that then the inductance L must be as large as possible in order to get the lowest noise current. 
C. PFC flyback comparison.
A comparison of figure 3 and 6 shows that they match exactly. Intuitively it must be so because the flyback input current of figure 2 is just a multiplication of a mains frequency sinus with amplitude 1 and the spectrum of thc discontinuous saw-tooth waveform with amplitude f , (assuming that the switching frequency much higher than mains frequency). This is an amplitude modulation. Bandpass filtering (9kHz BW contains +/-90 side-bands of 50Hz) this spectrum followed bly a peak detection reveals the amplitude of each of the harmonics of the switching frequency in the spectrum of the discontinuous saw-tooth waveform.
D. PFC flyback measurements.
A PFC flyback 200W, 230V AC, fs=62.5kHz with L=4XuH was built and tested. The peak input current frequency spectrum on figure 7 was measured. On figure 8 a prediction of the same spectrum is shown. This measurement in figure 7 shows good agreement with rlic predicted spectrum in figure 8 for all the harmonics, the 3"' to 7L" harmonics are about 2dB lower on the nicasurenients compared to the prediction.
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It can be shown that the upper limit on the inductance when opcratioii in discontinuous mode occurs at the lowest mains \,oltage and lowest N,, and it is: The boost converter is very popular because it easily handles very high power. When operating a boost converter in continuous conduction mode with average current mode control the average of the input current becomes proportional to the input voltage. where D is the duty-cycle, and umains is the mains voltage within one switching period (the switching frequency is assumed much higher than the mains frequency, then u,,,~ can be assumed constant within one switching period).
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A. PFC boost input current FFTspectrum.
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A 1.5kW 230V AC input and U0=400V output PFC boost converter with a switching frequency of 140kHz and L=189uH has been simulated. The boost converter has a rather low ripple current on the input as shown on figure 10. By applying FFT on the ripple current the spectrum on figure  11 can be computed [7] .
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Frequenc y/Hz Fig. 11 . Frequency spectrum of boost input current (in dE3
Ampere peak). Each of the points are harmonics of the switching frequency f,= 140kHz.
This FFT calculation takes a lot of time to get an exact result so a faster method is needed.
B. Prediction of PFC boost input current spectrum.
Looking at figure 10 we see that the waveform within one switching period consists of a sum of a switching ripple on top of the one switching period average of the mains current.
-1-1 ' Removing the mains frequency current component we get the switching period ripple component on figure 12 where both the duty-cycle D and the amplitude H varies along the mains frequency period.
The amplitude of the m' t-lh harmonic of the continuous triangle waveform shown in figure 12 is:
into the spectrum A(m) togetlher with the duty-cycle formula yields:
U,.T.lsin(n-m..D)I U;T
assuming the worst-case we have:
U, * T A(m) = x2.m2-L Figure 13 shows (10) graphical. 
C. PFC boost comparison.
A comparison of figure 11 and 13 shows that they match exactly. Intuitively it is more: difficult to explain this because the boost input current of figure 10 is a function of both the mains and the output voltage. But eventually the mains voltage cancels out and the spectrum is only dependant on the output voltage, the inductance, and the switching period.
The spectrum is not dependant on the input power level as long as the boost converter operates in continuous conduction mode, at some low power level the boost converter goes into discontinuous conduction mode and then the spectrum becomes dependant on the input power, but this will be the subject in another paper. 
D. PFC boost measurements.
A PFC boost 1.5kW, 230V AC input and 400V output, fs=140kHz with L=189uH was built and tested. Figure 14 shows the measured input current frequency spectrum. bottom=-76dBAmpere= 158uA.
1.10~ 1 . 1 6 FrequencyIHz Fig. 16 : Differential mode noise (in dBuV) on top and (quasi) peak noise voltage limit (EN55022 class B [ 6 ] ) on bottom for the flyback converter example without input noise filter (e.g. measured across one of the two LISN impedance's).
From figure 16 it can be seen that the 3rd harmonic and higher should be damped at least 95dB by the input differential mode noise filter to get below the limit. This could be done using any of the methods in [3, 4, 5] .
VI. REMARKS.
This is differential mode noise. Maybe in a similar way the common mode noise could be analysed and simple predictions found, in order to design a common mode filter.
VII. CONCLUSION
Two new and simple methods to make predictions of the differential mode input filter requirements are presented, one for flyback and one for boost unity power factor converters. It is shown that these two methods match very well with very complex and time consuming simulations. And the methods have been verified by measurements on experimental prototypes. This gives the designer a fast method to predict the differential mode input noise filter requirements early in the design phase of unity power factor converters. These methods can act as tools for designing minimuin size input filters and power factor converters.
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This measurement shows good agreement with the predicted spectnim in figure 15 for the first and second harmonics. the 3"' to 5'" liarmonics are about 5dB lower on the nicasurements compared to the prediction.
Thus both the flyback and the boost converters can be seen as noise current sources from the input filter This noise must be dainped enough so that the noise voltage measured across a LlSN impedance on the mains side of the input filter meets the conducted noise specifications
